Maryland State Music Teachers Association

MTNA MARYLAND WINNERS

**Performance Winners:**

- Junior Piano: Matthew Chang (Teacher: Martin Labazewvitch)
- Senior Piano: Harrison Benford (Teacher: Nancy Breth)
- Young Artist Piano: Ashley Kim (Teacher: Yoshikazu Nagai)
- Senior Strings: Lucas Das (Teacher: Henry Stubbs)
- Senior Woodwind: Joseph Ahn (Teacher: Albert Hunt)

**Performance Alternates:**

- Junior Piano: Kenneth Liu (Dmitri Nazarenko)
- Senior Piano: Lucy Chen (Rosita Mang)
- Young Artist Piano: Xuechun Shao (Yoshikazu Nagai)
- Senior Strings: Lauren Yoon (Ronald Mutchnik)
- Senior Woodwind: Abigail Lieu (Jennifer Rundlett)

**Honorable Mentions:**

- Yunbo Li (Junior Piano - Junko Takahashi)
- Ethan Pei (Junior Piano – Hyun Park)
- Alex Wang (Junior Piano – Hyun Park)
- Andrew Jiang (Senior Piano – Dmitri Nazarenko)
- Yiting Sun (Senior Piano – Chen Li Tzeng)
- Lavinia Bonvini (Senior Piano – Dmitri Nazarenko)
- Olivia Cai (Senior Strings – Ronald Mutchnik)
- Cora Preda (Senior Woodwind – Jennifer Rundlett)
State Representatives (Only Maryland entry in this Category):
Alexander Yang (Junior Strings – Alicia Ward)
Celine Lieu (Junior Woodwind – Jennifer Rundlett)
Harrison Benford & Nathan Shan (Senior Piano Duet – Nancy Breth)
Eric Zhunio (Young Artist Brass – Velvet Brown)
Ashley Hsu (Young Artist Woodwind – Robert Dilutis)

Composition Winners:
Elementary: Jenny Yu (Yiming Wu)
Junior: Emily Bai (Yiming Wu)
Senior: Charles Chen (Yiming Wu)